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Medical transcription is used by health professionals by way of reports which are voice recorded.
The reports are dictated by the professional physicians and are transformed into text format. It was
developed with the help of a process called Manufacturing Resource Planning or MRP. A more
updated version is the MRP2. Medical transcription has evolved from typewriters to electronic
typewriters to computers and is carried out through speech recognition or continuous speech
recognition which is called CSR.

There is a growing demand for electronic records that needs to be permanent and precise and the
storage and transfer of medical records from desktop computers connected to efficient and effective
servers has totally revolutionized the medical record services. After the patient leaves the chamber
of the doctor after discussion of problems and examination, the doctor uses and records the
diagnosis in order to plan the treatment of the patient. The information is dictated into a voice-
recording device or in to a telephone that can be dialed to connect it to a server which is generally
located in the transcription service office in the hospital.

In online medical transcription services, there is online transfer of recorded documents from any
health care centers. Here the recorded voice is transcribed into text document by the service
provider and the documents get pruned from all sorts of error by the help of quality analysts. After
the final shape it is received by clients online. If this method is followed it reduces the burden of
medical practitioner in making medical records as well as storage of records become convenient.
The work of medical transcription seems simple but the medical transcription service provider
should employ quality transcribers to work on medical records.

A very good knowledge of the medical terminology is essential for a medical transcriptionist. He/she
should have the ability to cross check with references when needed. Using dictionaries before
delivering the document to the client improves quality. The significance of the transcribers lies in
making the record free from any spelling errors. For example a single misspelled medicine name
may risk the health of a patient.

Medical transcriptions services are one of the fast growing businesses online. This is probably a
result of the demands of hospitals and healthcare centers that are continuously increasing.

If you've taken your training, you can work as home based medical transcriptionist. Since there are
a lot of Medical Transcription Services looking for experienced MT, they are not far from making
money online out of their proven skills.
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Total Med Transcription provides best Web Based Medical Transcription Services in India. For more
details: click here a Online Medical Transcription Services, a Online Medical Transcription Service
and a Medical Transcriptions Services.
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